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About This Game

Devoid of all memory, a small pierrot awakens early one Oktober morning, down by an abandoned railway line. Help him
navigate his mysterious world, but beware, for the further he wanders from the rigid safety of the railroad, the more unsettling his

surroundings become. . .

Genre: exploration/adventure
Game length: 6-8 hours

Ages: 12+

Gameplay:

Railroad tracks is a 2D exploration based adventure game about a lonely circus artist who has fallen into amnesia. The goal of
the game is to recover his lost memories. As you progress through his surreal twilight world, certain events and areas evoke

vivid episodes of involuntary recollection that recall his unsettling past. And what are those demons that lurk around?

Game instrutions:

Movement: arrow keys
Enter/Exit Menu: [X]

Select/Save: [C]
Fullscreen: [Alt] + [Enter]
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Once collected, memories can be selected from the in-game menu in order to transport Pierrot back to the place where the
memory was initially found. After collecting all 16 memories, endgame is unlocked.

And if you are ever lost, remember: just follow the railroad tracks. . .
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Title: Railroad Tracks
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
socah development
Publisher:
socah
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018
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Thank you for playing:
I generally develop this game by myself, I can't speak Engish well, and don't know how to marketing.

Even though you found and played this game, thank you very much.

And hope my words could pass to you through language.. Spaceship Pack DLC Results:
Thanks for the feedback.

Check 'em the results here:
http://steamcommunity.com/app/49600/discussions/0/864974396554361421/. Weeklong deal for Wizrogue!:
Buy Wizrogue with great discount! Only for next 7 days!!!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/494320

. Weekly Report #12 - 0.6 Aftermath:

Available in following languages: PL[worldwar3.com] | RU[worldwar3.com] | DE[worldwar3.com] | FR[worldwar3.com]

Weekly Report #12 - 0.6 Aftermath. Basic survival video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GL_eJaJz5yM&feature=youtu.be. 3DMark 11 Update Released:
Futuremark benchmarks use a component called SystemInfo to identify the hardware in your system. This patch updates
SystemInfo to version 5.0.

SystemInfo 5.0. Update coming soon...:
We are preparing our mega update which will be quite different from the original version. Hope you like it.. Alpha 1.1 Hotfix:

Removed sessions that are currently in progress from the server browser.

Added failsafe for players joining a session already started.

Added a new model for the spikes in Pit map.

Fixed current players not showing correctly.
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Fixed leaderboard sometimes not showing other players.

Fixed builder droid colour sometimes not showing correctly.

Fixed slotmachine reels sometimes spinning forever.

Fixed sometimes not being able to leave couch play.

Fixed multiple characters being spawned in online lobby after player previously exiting couch play.

Fixed being unable to click on chat to send messages in game.

Fixed multiplayer button prompts showing the wrong controls for Battle Mode.

Tweaked Stinger projectile positioning.

Tweaked Spawn particle.

. Hotfix: No in-game sounds:
A lot of players have been experiencing sound problems after the latest update. Missing sound issue is fixed now. Please, update
your game.

Accept our apologies for the inconvenience.

Have fun!
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